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Promotions

Cassandra Brock rransferred ro

Patricia Long rransferred co

Maintenance Techni,eian, Engineering/
Maintenance

Rosemary Brooks rransferred co

Linda Macina transferred co

Admini.�trcitive Operations Specialist,
Sales

Paula Carver rransferred co

Julia Mallory transferred co

Supervisor Claims Support, Med 8
Records

Charlene Cason rransferred ro

Melissa Martin

John Chaires rransferred ro

Hilda McLaughlin rransferred co

Claims Examiner C, Dental Assistance
Plan

William Aberly promored ro

Medical Analyst RN, Actuarial/
Statistical

Debr-.a Akins promored ro

Documentation Clerk, HMO Systems
Support

Welton Bullard promored ro
Betty Demick promored ro

Examiner/Na,tioncil Accmmts, NPC
Disallows

Secretary A, Operations Analysis and
Snpport
Senwr Systems Analyst ADS, HMO
Systems Snpport

Charles Eichelberger promored ro
Supervisor State Gronp, State Group
Claims

Howard Conner rransferred to

Resecirch Clerk B, State Gronp Inqniries

Todd Cripps rransferred ro

Supervisor Micrographics, Comp. 0ut']J1.tl
Micr0<Jraphics

Carolyn Crisp rransferred ro

Systems Analyst PAS, Florida Marketing

Carol Crockett rransferred ro

Underwriting Examiner, Rating and
Underwriting

Pauline Deweese rransferred co

Sandra Gainey promored ro
Jed Gazaleh promored ro

Jeff Greenhalgh promoted ro
L. Louise Harris promored ro

Claims Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Plan

Supervisor, BS Auto Accounts, Dental
Assi,stance Pl.an
Claims Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Plan

transferred to

Clerk Typist B, Medicnl Policy

Systems Analyst, HMO Systems Sitpport

Elizabeth Miller transferred co

Research Clerk B, Actuarial/Statistical

Corporate Recruiter, HMO Development
- Health Options

Maureen Moore rransferred ro

Systems Analyst, HMO Systems Support

Joanne Nesmith rransferred co

Customer Service Representative, Dental
Assistance Plan
Customer Service Representative, Dental
Assistance Plan

Customer Service Rep, Local Group
Inquiries

Robert Nocito rransferred co

Agent Expeditor, Actuarial/Statistical

Richard Patten transferred co

Claims Examiner 8, Cmnp. Exam Entry I

Correspondence Representative, Med. B

Office System,s Analyst, Facilities
Utilization Develnpment

Tonya Hart promored ro

Carolyn Douglass rransferred co

William Piper,Jr. transferred co

Elizabeth Kimberly promored ro

Marian Dunbar rransferred ro

Valerie Powers transferred co

Claims Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Plan

Data Entry Operator, Direct Market
Enrollment

Executive Secretary, Marketing

Manager Institutional Reimbursement,
Prof Reimbursement Admin.

Linda Gant transferred co

Kathleen Leatherby promored ro

Executive Secretary, PAS Administration

Harold Rutherford transferred co

Research Clerk B, Actuarial/Statistical

Tina Rynearson transferred co

User Account Manager, Corporate Project
Development

Rose Savayano transferred co

Ronell Garrett transferred ro

Sharon Martin promored ro

John Gash transferred ro

Russell Moore promored ro

Donna Greene rransferred ro

Claims Examiner 8, Inpatient Processing
Section
Systems Analyst, Systems Development

Deborah Rosendale promored

to

Group Account Specialist, Membership
and Billing
Systems Analyst, Systems S1ipport

Victoria Williams promored ro

Telemarketing Sales, Over 65 Enrollment

Nancy Worley promoted ro

Health Sermces Analyst, MD Policy/
Private

Betty Alisi rransferred ru

Claims Examiner B, State Group Claims
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Operations Analyst II, Operations
Analysis & Support
Control Clerk B, Dental Assistance Plan

David Schroeder transferred to

Manager, HMO/MIS Support

Marcia
Smith transferred co
i

Medical Analyst RN, Operations Analysis
&Support

Samuel Steen transferred to

Program Analyst, Med. A Systems Support

Marleen Hobbs rransferred ro
Latanya Marshall Hooks

Secton Leader IX, Bank Centrctl
Certification
Systems Analyst, HMO Systems Support

rransferred to

Alainna Taylor transferred co

Toni Howard transferred ro

Shirley Troutman transferred co

BarbaraJohnson transferred ro

Eileen Weitnauer rransferred co

Claims Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Correspondence Representative, Med. B

Program Analyst, HMO Systems Support

Transfers

User Account Manager, Corporate Project
Development

Quality Analyst, Med. B

Joseph Hayes rransferred co

Linda Watson promoted to

Senior Sales Representative, New
Development, Tcimpa

Claims Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Plan

Geraldine Lee promored ro

Y
Claims Examiner B, Outpatient Secti<n

Technical Analyst EDP, HMO Systems
Support

Laura Kastelz transferred co

Claims Examiner C, Dental Assistance
Plan

Catherine Lawall transferred co
Customer Service Representative,
Development

Ne w

System Controller, HMO Systems Support

SecretanJ A, Micrographics

Medical Analyst RN, Actuarial/
Statistical

Terri Williams transferred ro

Research Clerk B, Actuarial/Statistical

Michele Wilson transferred co

Cla-i'rns Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Plan
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Patricia Bosco

Data Entry Operator, Direct Market
Enrollment

Valerie Bouchelle

Manager Professional Relations,
Physi<:ians Relations North
Program Analyst, Systems Support

Elaine Bradley

Claims Eraminer B, Privat,e Business
Cla'i:ms Exam Entry II

Roger Dahlke

Supervisor State Grcrup, State Group
Claims - Unit I

Data Base Consultant, Data Base
Administration
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Anthony Nicoli

Luzette Payne

- Unit II
Emilie Olsen

John Peterson

Technical Analyst EDP, Systems Support

Clciims Examiner B, State Group Claims

Systems Analyst PAS, Software
Development

Tracy Durham

Claims Examiner B, BS EOMB Unit II

Roger Fink

Print Shop (}perator A, Printing
Department

Kevin Gardner

Senior Sales Representative, Ft. Myers
District Office

Brendan Haffey

Sales Representative, Tampa District
Office

Sandra Hamlin

Supervisor Critical Inquiries, Oustmner
Service

Lisa Heaton

Driver, Camputer Operations
Administration

Robert Kaplan

Sales Representative, West Palm Beach
District Office

Linda Kea

Secretary A, PPO Clairns & Custarner
Service

John Keene

Supervisor Stat,e Group, Central
Certification/Reciprocity

Melissa Lecompte

Senior Policy Analyst, Publ c Issue
Analysis and Planning
i

Amy Lynch

Medical Analyst RN, Med B Reviews and
Hearings

Lisa Lynch

Custamer Service Rep B, Gainesville
Di,5trict Office

Robert Mccaffrey

Senior Vice President, Marketing

NPC Disallaws

Med B Telephone Communications Unit V
HMO Devewpment - Health (}ptions

Cheryl Pittman

Central Certification/Reciprocity

Carol Roath

Crystal Oplinger

Enez Scott

Sharon Parker

Linda Shomper

Tobi Picciuolo

Robin Snipes

Operat'ions Analyst II, Technical Services
Medical Analyst RN, Medical Review
Claims Examiner B, BS EOMB Unit II

Control Clerk A, Med B Claims
Examining

Ellen Puschak

Utilization Review Coordinat.or

William Reed

Vice President, Special Markets

Cheryl Rose

Retrieval Clerk, PrivateBusiness Records

Beverly Rozar

Secretary, President 's Office

Donna Smith

Claims Examiner B, BS EOMB Unit 11

Lori Smith

Program Analyst, Systems Support

Amy Snyder

Secretary A, Market Research

Tiffany Tillman

Micrographics Production Clerk, Pilming
Cam & Quality Control

Med B Telephone Communications Unit Il

Kristy Olson

Carol Donahue

Clerk B, Med B Mail Operations

-,,,

Constance O'Neal

Robert Stewart

Claims Examiner B, Med B Claims
Examining

13

Leroy McIntosh

Sherri Deese

LuisJocson

The second phase of image
.....
-'"11
advertising focuses on health
_J,
.
,,.
-•-� __,,,.1 care cost solutions made possi
ble by the ongoing efforrs of
employees. George Werth illus
�J··: . -� ��
trates the pencil, the central
image of the campaign, using colored pencil on
Canson paper.
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Customer Service Rep B, Ft. Lauderdale
District Office

12

14

Smolenski's Effons Praised By HCFA

Dottie Bond

Sharon Crews

14

Medicare A Employs Model System

Supervisor BS Claims, FEP Supplemental
Claims

11
12

News & Events

Ricardo Blair

Adelaide Bowie

10

Diane Nichols

Cleaner, Custodian Services

Joni Bartolotta

Features

Steven McCann

Records Clerk A, Stockroom &
Warehousing Personnel

Claims Examiner B, Central
Certification/Reciprocity

Marion Trees,Jr.

Auditor JV, Jacksonville Audit Branch

Dorothy Warren

Program Analyst, System,5 Support

John Warren,Jr.

Accmmtant III, ADS New Development Pensacola

Carol Williams

Research Clerk B, Utilization
Management - (}peration I

Zola Williams

Customer Service Rep B, Direct Sales
-Over65

Service Anniversaries
5 Years

MedB Telephone Communications Unit II

Med B Clairns Examining

Membership and Billing
Technical Services

Matthew Struhar

Med B Microfilm Retrieval and Staging

Celia Tomlinson

Med B Communicaticms Unit II

Charlie Torrance

Shipping and Receiving

Jean Veal

In-Line Quality Analysis

Michele Wilson

Northern Region Major Accounts

10 Years
Andrew Adams

Hospital Charge Audit-Central

Deloris Ashley

Inter Plan Claims

Charles Beaufort,Jr.
National Marketing

Wanda Butler

Private Business Claims Exam Entry Ill

Jane Fisher

Pinance Technical Support

Margaret Nooney
Inter Plan Claims

Nancy Palladino

O,tial' ity Assurance

Marjorie Teston

Inpatient Processing Section

Betty Thomason

Med A Medical Review

Major Way

Outgoing Mail (}perations

15 Years
June Anderson

Ft. Myers District Office

Cheryl Adkins

Cheryl Denmark

Gelsy Barge

Vincent Haney

In-Line Quality Analysis

Miami District Office

Maurice Brown

In-Line Quality Analysis

Sheila Cross

MedB Teleplwne Communications Unit JV

Melvin Epley

Med B Claims Examining

Patricia Hook

Med B Telephone Communications Unit II

Laura Kastelz

Narthern Region Major Accmmts

Diane Kelley

Written Communications

Med B Microfilm Retrieval & Staging

Provider Autmnat,ed Services
Administration

Alma Hoffman

Med B Claims Examining

Ira Kirtsey

Computer (}perations Administration

Elois McClain

Privat,e Business Clciim,s E.1;a1n Entry II

Robbie Pitts

State Group Claims - Unit I

Mary Tibbits

Central Certification/Reciprocity

Mary Kogel

30 Years

Olga Lindo

Beverly Allen

West Palm Beach District Office

MedB Telephone Communications Unit IV

Direct Market Inquiry
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Corporate Smoking Policy Developed
Policy 4. 1 2 , which sets standards
for smoking in the workplace,
complies with the Florida Clean
Indoor Air Act effective on Oct. 1.
The policy drafted by Human
Resources was based on varied
information, including input
from an employee focus group
composed of smokers and non
smokers.
Essentially, smoking is not
permitted in common use areas

To the Editor

Every day I see smokers sitting
in the non-smoking section in
the cafeteria. When other com
panies have strict regulations
against smoking even at a per
son's desk, why can't we have the
non-smoking section reserved
for those of us who wish to pro
tect our lungs by not breathing
smoke?
Jean Stevens
Analyst, Institutional
Reimbursement

Refunds Mailed

Robert Owens, inserting machine
operator for Mail Operations, finds
it more fun to give than receive, as
he sends out Complementary Cov
erage refund checks.

(except where designated in the
cafeteria). In general work areas,
the intent of the policy is to have
employees participate with their
immediate management in establi
shing both smoking and no
smoking work areas and guide
lines that accommodate individ
ual employee preferences to the
extent possible.
The new policy has been
posted on the bulletin boards.

Corporate Caring Corrals
Chuck Wagon Feast

Deborah Cobb, Donna Guy, Jer
maine Mack and Maude McKenzie
find giving a way door prizes an
especia JJy fun part of a Corporate
Caring picnic.

October
Calendar
The No Smoking sections in the 4
New Image Ad Campaign Launched
cafeteria are there to provide an 1 6, 17 Blood Drive
area to "protect ... lungs (from) 1 8 United Way Deadline for Pledge Cards
smoke." We all must exercise 2 1 Florida Employee Fitness Day
Employee Appreciation Day
judgement and common cour 24
28
Arts Council November Reception
tesy in respecting the needs and 3 l Halloween
preferences of others. If you see
someone smoking in a No Smok Medicare Part A
ing section, you should point out Employs Model System
that smoking in this section is a
violation of company policy. If After a year and a half of hard
the problem continues, it should work on the part of Systems and
the Medicare Part A Claims area,
be referred to Management.
what may easily be the newest
Al Washington
Medicare Part A system in the
Director, Personnel
country is up and running.
According to Charles Scott,
director
of Government Pro
Smolenski's Efforts grams Strategic
Planning, the
Praised by HCFA
new system implemented in July
Rosemarie Smolenski, supervi 1 984 came about from the recog
sor of Medicare Review in Medi nition chat the old system was
care Part A Claims, was recog nearly obsolete. Based on this
nized in July for her outstanding recognition, the Plan submitted
contributions to the Health Care a proposal to the government
F i n a ncing A dmini s t r a t i o n requesting funding to develop a
(HCFA). Smolenski was tempo new Medicare A system.
Scott said the government is
rarily assigned to work for
HCFA in Baltimore, Maryland, identifying Medicare Part A sys
from February to July of this tems chat meet the needs of all
year. Smolenski received a com claims processing activities. The
mendation letter and Bureau Plan's system has already re
Director's Citation for "out ceived a favorable review. Repre
standing contributions to the sentatives from the Health Care
implementation of data ex Financing Administration and
change between intermediaries the Blue Cross Association are
and peer review organizations currently evaluating the system
and the transfer of medica l software for use by other Medi
care Part A Intermediaries.
review activities."

r rE

or 1 985 Facilities has been
charged with providing at least
30,000 additional square feet to
meet critical space needs," said
Lann y Felder, manager o f
Facilities Utilization and De
velopment. In addition, the de
partment has the ongoing respon
sibility of ensuring that space
needs are met for the corpora
tion's seventeen district offices
and for six health maintenance
organizations with new ones
scheduled to open.
Finding and creating space for
the Plan's growing number of
emp loyees requires ongoing
strategic p lanning. Facilities
relies on the expertise of five
professional designers - Jack
Masters, Bob Martin, Lauren
Smith, Becky Royce, and Susan
Fretwell - who serve as Facili
ties Project Coordinators.
In October 1 984 Facilities de
veloped a space plan spanning
the ensuing twelve months. Said
Felder, "We can't have a plan so
etched in stone chat we become
inflexible. We are here to serve a
vital corporation that is charac
terized by growth."
The space plan is also flexible
for effective response to re
quests by various areas. "User
areas ask for help all the time,"
said Felder. As of September 24,
◊ Q.::;,-

nineteen requests were pending
and will be addressed as space
plans can be developed. Also
under development is a compre
hensive plan to carry the corpo
ration through 1 986.
Recent moves include the
Health Options relocation from
1 0 Center to 12 Tower. A lso chis
s ummer the West building
( parking garage) was renovated
in time for the July opening of
the new Conference and Train
ing Center. Also, Preferred Pro
vider Organization (PPO) Ad
ministration was moved
from 7
.[J

Center to 1 8 Tower. In the
meantime, the eastern half of 7
Center was renovated and rede
signed to house Health Industry
Systems.
An increasing proportion of
professionals has contributed to
the space need of the growing
emp loyee popul ation. "With
this growth," said Felder, "the
need to relocate departments
off-site became inevitable."
The first off-site relocation
involved moving Provider Auto
mated Services (PAS) to Deer
wood. PAS wanted to move off
site according to Felder. Also
relocated to Deerwood are: Flor
ida Combined Insurance Agency
(FCIA) , Provider Auditing and
Reimbursement Department
( PA RD), Professional and Pro
vider Relations, J acksonville
District Sales Office, and PPO
District Office and Northern
and Regional offices.
Besides creating space plans,
Facilities handles all lease nego
tiations and contracting arran
gements for off-site moves.
t:.i
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NEWS& EVENTS

enough for Floridians to recall."
The use of film animation is
one technique used for dramatic
having Blue Cross and Blue impact. Putting the Blue Cross
Shield of Florida as a parent and Blue Shield of Florida logo
company is the greatest advan into motion added vitality to the
tage Health Options could have. commercial opening moments.
Customer recognition of the The animated Blue Cross logo
Blue Cross and Blue Shield name sets the stage for the animated
and logo and identification with sunburst which characterizes the
the stability and leadership asso Health Options logo.
St. John stressed that in the
ciated with the Florida Plan are
television
spots, the animation
the bedrock of the Health
was
used
to
position Blue Cross
Options strategy.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida Launches New Company

WE'VE TAKEN THE PENCIL
TO HEALTH INSURANCE COSTS.
AND WE'RENOTRNJSHED.

we·re finding anst,t:rR

Blue�n!!��=

hard with physicians and �
\\\ricing with Ur facts. The number.l
The trends.
And it ·s resulted in six solid l¥O"
grams that corn.ro. {.f"C\'t'!llOJI. the
cost dhealth insurance u indil-nials
and businesses. f>nwams like
Health Ope.ions, oorstatewioo H:vlO.
Pre- admissmCertifiratioo. And(ll.lf
new Preferred Patient Care plan,
whichan san, up 10 20o/o Ol'er
u-aditional policies.
There are mtfl: programs. .J\M
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The Corporation has launched a
new company - Health Op
tions, Inc. According to Harvey
Matoren, president for Health
Options, Inc. and senior vice
president fo r Health Main
tenance Organizations, the Plan
is moving in the direction of
developing separate companies
as a strategy fo r increasing
market share.
"Strategically it's similar co
the development of strategic
business units (SBUs) within the
corporation," he said.
Matoren said the formation of
the Health Options health main
tenance o r gani zations will
benefit the Corporation by sig
nificantly increasing its ability to
network on a state, regional, and
national level. Health Options
HMOs across the state will have
reciprocity in that members may
be treated at any Health Options
location statewide.
Matoren stressed that even
more advantageous is the Cor
poration's increased ability to
network nationwide through or
ganizations such as HMO USA.
"That's where the future is," said
Maroren. "The survivors in the
health care marketplace will be
companies that network."
In addition, by creating a for
profit business in Health Op
tions, the Corporation is better
able to compete in today's mar
ketplace, said Matoren. " The
public may in turn perceive the
Florida Plan as moving ahead to
compete effectively," he said.
"This level of timely innovation
was not possible under the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield not-for
profit umbrella."
Matoren also emphasized that

Health Options
Launches State
wide Campaign

On Sept. 2, Health Options, Inc.
initiated a broad scale advertis
ing campaign. The major objec
tive of the campaign is to de
velop awareness and recogni
tion of Health Options, Inc. and
its relationship to Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida. Conse
quently, the campaign's theme
is "Together in Health."
The ad campaign can be cat
egorized as image rather than
product advertising. According
to Dan St. John, president of
Robinson and St.John Advertis
ing and Marketing, Inc. (agency
responsible for creation of the
campaign) , the image approach
permitted the cost-effective crea
tion of ads which can function on
a statewide level. The Corpora
tion will measure awareness lev
els throughout the state after the
campaign has been in effect for
eight weeks.
St. John said the agency pre
sented several ideas for televi
sion commercials and print ads
to the Corporation for testing.
"We wanted to do something
different," said St. John, "some
thing dramatic and memorable

and Blue Shield of Florida and
Health Options as sophisticated
companies that use up-to-dace
business techniques backed by a
corporate philosophy that ad
dresses the needs of today's
market. The opening moments
zoom in on a globe with use of a
computerized camera to reflect
the growth of the HMO net
w o r k . The viewer is then
brought into real life situations
that illustrate the Plan's ability
to meet subscriber needs.
The " Together in Health"
campaign also incorporates bill
boards and print ads. New
Health Options billbo a rds
started going up on Sept. 1 6.
Print ads are appearing in Flor
ida newspapers and magazines
including Time, Newsweek, U.S.
News and World Report, and
Florida Trend.
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Bibliomania
The Swine Flew Caper
by Bill Condon, Manager, Corporate
Library & lnformation Center

If you have been laboring under
the illusion that only we Homo
sapiens have been obliged by
medical science to periodically
fling ourselves onto a motor
driven treadmill, please cease
and desist.
A recent issue of Medica l
World Ne ws, the chatty bi
weekly summary of current med
ical and medico-economic hap
penings, is emblazoned with a
1 6-point headline that states
HOG JOGS FOR MEDICINE HALF-HEARTEDLY.
The dateline is La Jolla, Cali
fornia (wouldn't you know it? ) ,
and the accompanying photo
graph shows a foam-flecked pig
huffing and puffing away on a
treadmill.
The photo itself apparently
represents a triumph of sorts for
the experimenters. "Getting a
pig to jog five miles on a tread
mill every weekday for a year is
not as easy as this picture sug
gests," the text says plaintively.
Pigs, the scientists discovered,
are not only singularly lazy, but
they are also singularly adept at
avoiding needless exertion.
The pigs, the article says,
"quickly learned to straddle the
treadmill's moving belt."

Rising nobly to the challenge
posed by the recalci trant
porkers, the laboratory techni
cians surrounded the pig with a
box so that it couldn't get a toe
hold (hoofhold? ) on the station
ary sides of the exerciser and
consequently "had to run."
"But then," the article conti
nues,"you can't see the implau
sable jogging pig, whose figure
becomes uncharacteristically
svelte during the long experi
ment."
Oh well, you can't have every
thing. The medicine men are
studying the jogging hogs for in
formation on factors that may be
related to heart disease (yours
and mine) and I, frankly, found
the photograph to be the single
most moving sight I have beheld
since Lyndon Baines Johnson
bared his gall bladder scars for all
the world to gape and marvel at.

Health Care Cost
Inflation:
Effects on the Private
Health Insurance System
by David A. Lipp, Director,
Corporate Resea-rch

Few people outside the in
surance industry understand the
degree to which the health care
cost inflation of the early 1980s
has damaged our system of pri
vate health insurance.

A major factor undermining
the private health insurance sys
tem has been the erosion of the
system's economic base. Few
know that the majority of the
nation's major employers no
longer use conventional health
insurance to cover their health
benefits risk. Following similar
trends in property and casualty
insurance, a number of employ
ers have withdrawn health bene
fits dollars from insurance pre
mium pools locally and nation
ally and have "self-funded. "
Rather than continuing to pay
health insurance premiums to
insurers, employers have in
creasingly segregated their pre
mium dollars in benefit trusts
and put the management of bene
fit claims processing out to bid.
By self-funding, major em
ployers are able to escape the
costs of legislatively mandated
health benefits and gain savings
from uniform administration of
their benefits program at multi
scare locations.
Many employers claim to have
cut their overhead costs related
to health insurance by as much as
50 percent as a result of self
funding. Health industry expert
Jeff Goldsmith (who authored
Can Hospitals Survive?) says
that by the late 1980s, the total
purchasing power represented
by these independent, self 
funded plans will have exceeded
all commercial insurers com
bined and probably equaled that
of all the nation's Blue Cross and
Blue Shield Plans combined. A
resurgence of health care infla
tion or prolonged high interest
rates will further increase the
incentives for employers to
wi thdraw from the private
health insurance system.

CURTAIN RISES ON
SECOND PHASE
OF IMAGE CAMPAIGN
A new corporate image
advertising campaign broke on
October 4. The campaign incor
porates both television and print
a d ve r t i sements under t h e
theme: "We've taken the pencil
to health insurance costs. And
we're not finished."
The new advertisements were
s t r a t e g i ca I I y d e s i g n. e d t o
function as the second phase of
the "We hear you" campaign.
"We knew from testing the
first phase of image _advertising
that Floridians want an honest
approach," said Austin Patneau,
manager o f P u b l i c I s s ues
Research. "They want to see
concrete answers to their health
care concerns, par t icularly
health care costs," he said. The
new campaign complements the
first phase by showing a few of
the answers - in the form of
cost containment programs that the corporation has deve
loped since the start of the "We
hear you" phase of image ad
vertising.
The print ad features a draw
ing of a pencil. All that remains
of it is the metal band and a worn
eraser. The theme of the ad,
" We've taken the pencil to
health insurance costs. And
we're not finished," reflects that
employees have been working
hard on the answers. The ad
copy then makes reference to
new programs tht1-t constitute

some of the answers the Plan
has developed.
The televis. ion ad also features
a pencil. Every few seconds, as
new cost containment programs
are described, the commercial
flashes on a pencil being shar
pened and resharpened. As
"answers" are presented, the
commercial builds to a cres
cendo. Then, for addi t ional
impact, the announcer pro
claims "And we're not finished"
and displays a new pencil.
The image advertising calls
for as little detail as possible to
avoid "cluttering" the viewer's
or reader's memory. The new
campaign is targeted to try to
change Floridians ' feelings
abo_ut the corporation to include
the following beliefs: l ) the Cor
poration is making efforts to
control health care costs, 2 )
exhibits leadership in the h�alth
care industry, and 3) cares about
its customers and makes efforts
to satisfy individual needs.
"The challenge we've faced in
developing this second phase
has been to communicate in
brief the answers we're finding
while still coming across in a
believable way," said Advertis
ing Manager Mary Jo Flaherty.
"The image campaign sets the
stage for product advertising
that provides more specific in
formation on our PPO, HMO,
and other cost containment
offerings," she said.

Research
Supp9rts Campaign

The Public Issues Research area
carefully tested the new ad copy
�or this seco �d phase of the
image campaign.
" Video, talent, words and
story all play a role in communi
cating a message clearly," said
Patneau. "By evaluating each of
these using a live audience, we
can determine what changes, if
any, may improve the clarity and
recall of the intended message. "
According t o Patneau, the tele
vision ad was tested first in what
is commonly called a clutter
s i tu a t i o n . Here, p o t e n t i al
cusromers are shown a series of
ads ( one being the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida ad)
back-to-back on a television
screen. They are asked to recall
each ad and its main theme. This
test indicates how well the ad
attracts the attention of the
audience. Second, the respond
ents view the Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida ad alone.
Questions are asked about recall,
attitudes, believability and likes/
dislikes about the ad and its main
points.
Patneau said test results for
this second phase of image
advert ising indicated the ad
appeared to be effective in
communicating the desired mes
sages. "The pencil was very
effective in communicating that
the corporation is working hard
to contain costs," he said.
Research on the ads will con
tinue even after they are com
pleted ro evaluate their effec
tiveness in the real setting. "We
do that through the Image
Tracking Study which is con
ducted twice a year, " said
Patneau.
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Sophisticated
Information for
the Corporation

1:e Corporarion is grow
ing increasingly well-equipped
to confront competitors in the
ring. Many groups are already
able to obtain rate credits by
selecting cost containment pro
grams as part of their health
insurance package.
"Race credits are rhe most
meaningful way to show custo
mers that cost containment pro
grams are working for them,"

said Jerry Potter, director of
Rating and Underwriting. "The
carrier that can demonstrate sav
ings in quantifiable terms - in
the customer's eyes - will be the
most successful."
However, before the Corpora
tion can pass along savings in
the form of race discounts to cus
tomers, those savings must be
measurable and quantifiable, he
added.

In order to draw meaningful
conclusions regarding savings
from cost containment pro
grams, the Corporation needed
to establish a sound method for
tracking groups, with 300 or
m o r e members , who h a v e
elected cost containment pro
grams.
"It has been a challenge to
develop a mechanism for pulling
data from a system that was built
primarily to pay claims," said
Gail Nethercut, manager of
Utilization and Health Care An
alysis.
She added that, when ex
tracted, the data will provide
Actuarial and Underwriting
with the ability to set rate credits
based on actual Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida claims
data. Current rate credits have
been developed by contacting
other Plans, consulting various
j ournals and periodicals and
then making recommendations.
"Actuarial has been providing us
with invaluable support," said
Nethercut. "They're as anxious
as we are to see the results of our
benefit tracking in the next sev
eral months."

Sophisticated
Information for
Business Decision
Makers

The Cost Containment Consultants from left to right are:Jackie Rowley-Smith, Sandy Benigni, Bob
Mullen, ManagerJohn Smith, Michele Gatto, Dale Beaman, Phil Seats, and Robert McMichael.

The Cost Containment Consult
ing Group analyzes and reports
claims costs for Local Groups
with 300 or more members,
M a j o r P r o duct Lines , a n d
National Accounts.
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fun-loving creatures scamper
and cavort within the machin
e r y , swinging f ro m knobs
labeled "Verboten," somersault
ing down conveyer belts, indus
triously building dams that cause
tremendous paper j ams. Legend
has it that every time a bell rings,
an angel has earned his wings.
Well, every time an E3 message
appears on a copy machine, a
Canon genie has been promoted
to Personal Computer demon.
3. Telephone receiver cocked
between shoulder and ear, a
handful of papers clutched in
one hand, you grab a paper clip
from the box. Attached to that
paper clip is every other clip in
the box; you have a paper clip
chain three yards long, but not
one SINGLE paper clip. Dis
gusted, you reach for a pen to
write down the information
that's being relayed.The pen you
grab from your desk drawer has a
cap on each end - which is the
writing end? Your party on the
phone is still giving you the data
you've needed for the past week.
Desperate now, you grab a pencil
from the holder on your desk. It
has never been sharpened.Fran
tically, you reach across the
phone for a one-inch pencil nub
- and accidentally lean on the
telephone disconnect button.
The above scenario demon
strates:
A) a proposed pilot for a mid
season replacement TV show,
Office Desk Blight, in which two
pastel-clad undercover cops
spend their time exorcising
office demons to the pulsing beat
of the latest electronic music
B) atonement for your sins in
a former incarnation
C) evidence of Desk Demons
at work. These diabolical mons
ters are fiendishly adept at turn-

ing the most efficiently organ
ized desk into a mini disaster
zone.

If you prima rily chose "A"
answers, you a r e misplaced
working for an insurance com
pany. Televisionland is the place
for you. Contact programming
chief Lewis Erlicht at ABC he'll need you this season.
If your answers were mainly
"B," you have a strong philoso
phical bent. It may be a good idea
for you to abandon the material
istic business world to seek a
metaphysical mentor in Tibet or
California.
If you picked a majority of "C"
answers, congratulations! Your
OFIQ is extraordinarily high. Un
fortunately, a high OFIQ will not
get you into grad school at the
University of Michigan or onto
the membership roster o f
MENSA. Ir WILL, however,
enable you to understand why
your ID badge slips off every
time you walk by the security
desk or why, when you're in the
lunch line, your coffee tends to
fall off your tray into your neigh
bor's mashed potatoes.
Happy Halloween!

Scoring:

Benefits
Corner

•• derly
What is the Working El
Provision and who
Q
is affected by this?
by Mimi Gilbert-Quinn

The Deficit Reduction
Act ( DRA) of 1 984 has
amended the Age Discrimina
tion in Employment Act
( ADEA). Effective Jan. 1 , 1 985, a
spouse aged 65 to 69 of an
employee any age may elect the
group health plan or Medicare as
primary payor. Up until chis
year, this law pertained only to
employees aged 65 to 69.
For employees and/or em
ployees' spouses aged 65 to 69
who elect the group health
plan, Medica re ( if they a re
enrolled in Medicare A and B)
becomes a secondary payor.
Congress has stated that em
ployees and/ or their spouses
affected by this provision have
the option of rejecting the plan
offered by the employer and re
taining Medicare as the primary
payor.
Individuals electing Medicare
as primary payor can no longer
be covered under the group
health plan for carve-out bene
fits ( deductible and coinsurance
reimbursement).
Previously, a penalty ( a 1 0
percent increase in the Medicare
Part B premium for each year an
individual does not enroll) was
imposed on the employees and
their spouses aged 65 to 69 who
elected the group health plan
and did not enroll into Medicare
Part B.
The 1984 amendment has elimi
nated this penalty. Special Medi
care enrollment periods will be
established for such employees
and/ or their spouses. Affected
individuals may contact Social
Security for information.
Our staff has madf every
attempt to notify individuals
affected by DRA. If you or your
spouse have not been notified,
please contact me at 79 1 -6098.

A••
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lickering lights, clank
ing chains , echoing
moans and groans, ominous wisps of fog hovering a few
feet above the ground - Hallo
ween is near! Time to avoid dark,
silent streets where strangers
swathed in swirling cloaks lurk.
But did you know that even here,
in our fluorescently wel l-lit,
Musak-filled workplace, demons
and creatures are constantly
about their fiendish business ?
The following quiz is designed to
check your Office Fiend Intelli
gence Quotient (OFIQ). Indicate
your answer choice for each
question by drawing a skull and
crossbones.
1 . You' re on your way to THE
meeting of your professional life
where you'll present the results
of ten months of committee
meetings and research work. Just
outside the meeting room, you
stop at the water fountain co take
care of a raging attack of dry
mouth. You bend over to cake a
small sip - SPLAT! How can
such a small stream of water
manage to soak the front of your
shirt, most of your left leg and
the sheaf of handouts you had
planned to pass out at the begin
ning of the meeting?
The situation outlined above:
A) would play much better if
Moe, Larry and Curly were in
volved
B) exemplifies the fickleness
of fate - a test of one's ability to
overcome any last-minute chal
lenges to the most carefully
planned activity
C) is evidence of the existence
of Halsey Taylorus - a petite
water sprite known to lurk just
beneath the drain in water foun
tains, awaiting opportunities for
mischief. During lulls in water
fountain action, she joins her big
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sister sprites in the restrooms,
where they engage in more grue
some pranks.
2. Five o'clock Friday evening.
Three more sets of a five-page
memo to copy and distribute and
then your weekend begins. You
insert your originals into the
copy machine's automatic feeder
and press the START button.
Ah - the pleasant sound of a
well-tuned piece of machinery in
action! The machine suddenly
emits a whirring, grinding sound
and then comes to a dead halt.
The message panel tells you that
somewhere in the bowels of the
machine is a P l jam. You open
the machine, c lean out its
innards, reset and start again.
Two copies are completed before
the machine once again grinds to
a noisy halt. The message this
time reads E3 - another jam.
You again clear the jam, wonder
ing if there are as many possible
jams as there are letters in the
alphabet. You press the START
butcon again. "Toner Out," says
the message panel. You put in
more toner. You press START.
The copies are efficiently sorted
by the machine's sorter. Unfor
tunately, they are covered with
thick black smudges - too much
toner. You look down. From the
ankles down, you, coo, are bear
ing thick black smudges of toner.
What you have j ust experi
enced:
A) could make you an over
night star on "Ripley's Believe It
or Not"
B) is a reminder that Man
should NEVER regard himself
as superior to machine
C) is a typical manifestation of
the Canon genies - minute,
Gizmo-like demons who live a
nomadic life traveling from copy
machine to copy machine. These

According to John Smith,
manager for the Cost Contain
ment Consulting Group, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
has experience in providing
groups with timely and accurate
utilization and payment infor
mation. The basis for these ser
vices is an Account Specific
Report (ASR) , a flexible auto
mated management information
system developed by the Utiliza
tion and Health Care Analysis
staff. "The ASR is now consi
dered by leading (onsulting
firms to be the most comprehen
sive product of its kind in the
marketplace," said -Smith.

management," said Smith. The
multi-discipline approach i s
designed to help accounts under
stand their utilization and cost
data from a broad and highly in
formed perspective.
The cost containment consul
tants then use the analyses to
develop recommendations for

f fThe carrier tha t
can demonstra te savings in
quan tifiable terms in the customer's eyes will be the most successful. "
After Account Specific Re
ports are obtained, a detailed
analysis of paid claims data is
conducted by the cost contain
ment consultants. "These health
care industry professionals are
experts in the areas of health
care administration, financing
and delivery, medical economics,
nursing, health promotion and
education, data processing, and

- Jerry Potter

implementation of appropriate
cost containment programs di
rected at financing, administra
tion, delivery, and lifestyle.
Payments and Utilization ex
hibits are routinely available and
enable the consultants to more
easily identify problem areas and
select corrective programs or
benefit changes.
"For example, when the anal-

ysis reveals excessive short stays
for inpatient services, Preadmis
sion Certification may be re
commended," said Smith. He
added that other recommenda
tions may include PPO, Hospital
Stay Certification ( HSC) , Well
ness Programs and appropriate
benefit changes tailored to meet
accounts' needs.
The results of the Corpora
tion's cost containment pro
grams are already evident. An
estimated $805 ,000 in claims
savings was realized by the end
of August as a result of these
programs, according to Smith.
"That figure reflects an 80 per
cent positive variance from the
anticipated $ 3 0 5 ,000 in sav
ings," he said.
Future direction for the Cost
Containment Consulting Group
in 1 986 will be to market cost
containment programs to non
enrolled large accounts through
coordination with the various
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida marketing forces.
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CLOSE TO--THE HUR 1
United Way Dollars at Work

I

Not the typical prison for
convicted felons. A front gate
without locks, windows without
bars, and grounds apparently
free of patrolling guards.
"It pays to be cautious when
you're dealing with young
minds, little bodies, and fragile
hearts," said Marilyn Heck,
superintendent for Duval Start
Center. The facility, formerly
named the Jacksonville Youth
Development Center, provides a
rehabilitative environment for
boys aged 1 0 to 1 3 who have
been convicted of a felony
and ordered to the
facility by the
courts.

Heck is empathetic but that
doesn't get in the way. Dan was
required to return the bike and
to then cut the victim's yard as
amends. Upon his return to the
center, Dan learned to accept
that he was separated from his
mother for now because of his
choice to break the law. Heck
added that he learned he would
also be held accountable for
damages to all affected parties.
"He had compromised our
standing in the community, "
said Heck "and had to repair
damages to our facility's com
munity relations."
Although at the center the
boys are encouraged to learn
from each mistake, Heck saw the
need for a more positive means
for teaching the boys discipline
and self-control. In 1 982 she
investigated a variety of youth
programs in and around Duval
County and, after a few months
of consideration, settled on the
Boy Scouts of America.

Rehabilitation - to restore or
return to good condition - may
be a misnomer. Most of these
boys have never been in good
condition. Duval Start Center is
their first chance to acquire the
discipline and skills necessary
for functioning as constructive
members of society.
When asked how the center
teaches self-discipline, Heck said
that it provides an environment
in which kids must deal with
themselves. "That's the only way
they'll learn control of self," she
said. She related a recent inci
dent for illustration. Dan, a boy
who has been in the center for
two months, ran away one night,
stole a neighborhood child's
bike, and went home. His expla T.vis J ohns,a ;cout executive
nation for his actions: for the Northeast Florida Coun
"I missed my cil of the Boy Scouts of America,
Mom." remembers receiving Heck's call
and raking the necessary steps to
establish a troop in what was
then the Jacksonville Youth
Development Center. "Things
happen when you make them
happen," said Johns. Troop 644
was born. It is the first scout
troop of its kind in the United
States.
The scouting program is flex
ible enough to permit the estab
lishment of a troop in a rehabil
itative facility. According to
Johns, the primary guideline
that had to be adhered to was the
earning of scout badges. He said

Heck has worked long and hard
to get clearance from the state to
make arrangements for the out
ings and camp-outs that enable
the scouts to earn their badges.
Johns added that scouting is
helping the boys understand
their relationships with, and
responsibilities to, other people.
"And when they return home,
they'll change the caliber of boys
they run with by staying in
volved in scouting," he said.
Early on in the life of the
troop, the scout master drove a
van full of boys to the beach for
hiking. He stopped somewhat
reluctantly at a Pic-N-Save for
suntan lotion. Upon returning to
the van, he made a head count of
the boys and came up one scout
short. Prepared to call the facil
ity and accept defeat, he spotted
the scout several vehicles away.
He was helping an elderly
woman put groceries in her car.
"We have to remember that
these kids have not for the most
part had the opportunities and
exposure that most children
get," said Heck. She said many of
them have fantasized for so long
about doing 'normal kids things'
that they have started believing
those fantasies. She mentioned a
boy who used to brag about the
fishing trips he'd been on and
the huge fish he'd caught. When

·. ,

he went fishing with the scouts,
he had to be shown how to hook
a worm.

More recently Troop 644
was invited to Tallahassee to
meet Governor Bob Graham.
Heck recalled overhearing a
potentially embarrassing conver
sation between the Governor
and one of the boys notorious for
his story telling. The boy was
introducing himself to the Gov
ernor with a handshake.
The Governor said, "Why son,
I believe that's the wrong hand."
"Oh, no sir, no sir," said the
scout. "I am a boy scout and this
is the special boy scout
handshake."
"But why the left hand ? "
asked the Governor.
"Why Governor," said the
scout, "it's the closest to the
heart."
Duval Start Center is hosting its
4th Annual Octoberfest on Sa t
urday, October 26. A plant sale
and other booths will be featured
starting a t 1 0 a.m. A barbecued
chicken feast will be served from
4 to 7 p.m. The center is located
a t 7500 R icker Road, just off
1 03rd near Cecil Field.

United Way Campaign
in Progress

Pat Fekula, management devel

opment/ o rgani zation de
velopment specialist in Training
and Development and chairman
for the Corporation's 1 985 Uni
ted Way effort, feels strongly
that the corporation will reach
its goal of $ 140,000 dollars. last
year employees gave more than
$ 1 2 5 ,000 to the United Way.
This year's campaign began
with two days of kickoff meet
ings on Oct. 2 and 3. The dead
line for turning in pledge cards is
Oct. 1 8. Fekula recruited 1 1 div
ision chairpersons to facilitate
the collection of cards and to
help answer any questions em
ployees may have regarding the
campaign or the United Way.
These division chairpersons in
turn recruited over 1 00 cam
paign leaders, on a volunteer
basis, in their respective areas to
assist with the collection of
pledge cards.
Said Fekula, "As chairperson,
my main priority is to raise the
greatest amount of dollars for
United Way and to get the cor
poration's totals in to the United
Way on time so employees can
get community recognition for
their efforts."
"We already have the resour
ces and the people and most
want to give," said Fekula. "We
need to begin by telling the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
United Way story."
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida Employees Annual
United Way Giving
198 1 -82 $64,900
1982-83 $90,500
1 983-84 $ 1 1 7 ,800
1984-85 $ 1 2 5 ,700
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Nor the typical prison for
convicted felons. A front gate
without locks, windows without
bars, and grounds apparently
free of patrolling guards.
"It pays to be cautious when
you're dea ling with young
minds, little bodies, and fragile
hearts, " said Marilyn Heck,
superintendent for Duval Start
Center. The facility, formerly
named the Jacksonville Youth
Development Center, provides a
rehabilitative environment for
boys aged 1 0 to 1 3 who have
been convicted of a felony
and ordered to the
facility by the
courts.

Rehabilitation - to restore or
return to good condition - may
be a misnomer. Most of these
boys have never been in good
condition. Duval Start Center is
their first chance to acquire the
discipline and skills necessary
for functioning as constructive
members of society.
When asked how the center
teaches self-discipline, Heck said
that it provides an environment
in which kids must deal with
themselves. "That's the only way
they'll learn control of self," she
said. She related a recent inci
dent for illustration. Dan, a boy
who has been in the center for
two months, ran away one night,
stole a neighborhood child's
bike, and went home. His expla
nation for his actions:
"I missed my
Mom."

Heck is empathetic but that
doesn't get in the way. Dan was
required to return the bike and
to then cut the victim's yard as
amends. Upon his return to the
center, Dan learned to accept
that he was separated from his
mother for now because of his
choice to break the law. Heck
added that he learned he would
also be held accountable for
damages to all affected parties.
" He had compromised our
standing in the community,"
said Heck "and had to repair
damages to our facility's com
munity relations."
Although at the center the
boys are encouraged to learn
from each mistake, Heck saw the
need for a more positive means
for teaching the boys discipline
and self-control. In 1 982 she
investigated a variety of youth
programs in and around Duval
County and, after a few months
of consideration, settled on the
Boy Scouts of America.

Heck has worked long and hard
to get clearance from the state to
make arrangements for the out
ings and camp-outs that enable
the scouts to earn their badges.
Johns added that scouting is
helping the boys understand
their relationships with, and
responsibilities to, other people.
"And when they return home,
they'll change the caliber of boys
they run with by staying in
volved in scouting," he said.
Early on in the life of the
troop, the scout master drove a
van full of boys to the beach for
hiking. He stopped somewhat
reluctantly at a Pic-N-Save for
suntan lotion. Upan returning to
the van, he made a head count of
the boys and came up one scout
short. Prepared to call the facil
ity and accept defeat, he spotted
the scout several vehicles away.
He was helping an elderly
woman put groceries in her car.
"We have to remember that
these kids have not for the most
part had the opportunities and
exposure that most children
get," said Heck. She said many of
them have fantasized for so long
about doing 'normal kids things'
that they have started believing
those fantasies. She mentioned a
boy who used to brag about the
fishing trips he'd been on and
the huge fish he'd caught. When
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vis Johns,a scout executive
for the Northeast Florida Coun
cil of the Boy Scouts of America,
remembers receiving Heck's call
and taking the necessary steps to
establish a troop in what was
then the Jacksonville Youth
Development Center. "Things
happen when you make them
happen," said Johns. Troop 644
was born. It is the first scout
troop of its kind in the United
Scates.
The scouting program is flex
ible enough to permit the estab
lishment of a troop in a rehabil
itative facility. According to
Johns, the primary guideline
that had to be adhered to was the
earning of scout badges. He said

h

he went fishing with the scouts,
he had to be shown how to hook
a worm.
More recently Troop 644
was invited to Tallahassee to
meet Governor Bob Graham.
Heck recalled overhearing a
potentially embarrassing conver
sation between the Governor
and one of the boys notorious for
his story telling. The boy was
introducing himself to the Gov
ernor with a handshake.
The Governor said, "Why son,
I believe that's the wrong hand."
"Oh, no sir, no sir," said the
scout. "I am a boy scout and this
is the special boy scout
handshake."
" But why the left hand ? "
asked the Governor.
"Why Governor," said the
scout, "it's the closest to the
heart."
Duval Start Center is hosting its
4th Annual Octoberfest on Sat
urday, October 26. A plant sale
and other booths will be fea tured
starting a t 1 0 a.m. A barbecued
chicken feast will be served from
4 to 7 p.m. The center is loca ted
a t 7500 Ricker Road, just off
1 03rd near Cecil Field.

United Way Campaign
in Progress

Pat Fekula, management devel
o p m e n t / o r g an i z a t i o n d e 
velopment specialist in Training
and Development and chairman
for the Corporation's 1 985 Uni
ted Way effort, feels strongly
that the corporation will reach
its goal of $ 140,000 dollars. Last
year employees gave more than
$ 1 2 5 ,000 to the United Way.
This year's campaign began
with two days of kickoff meet
ings on Oct. 2 and 3. The dead
line for turning in pledge cards is
Oct. 1 8. Fekula recruited 1 1 div
ision chairpersons to facilitate
the collection of cards and to
help answer any questions em
ployees may have regarding the
campaign or the United Way.
These division chairpersons in
turn recruited over 1 00 cam
paign leaders, on a volunteer
basis, in their respective areas to
assist with the collection of
pledge cards.
Said Fekula, "As chairperson,
my main priority is to raise the
greatest amount of dollars for
United Way and to get the cor
poration's totals in to the United
Way on time so employees can
get community recognition for
their efforts."
"We already have the resour
ces and the people and most
want to give," said Fekula. "We
need to begin by telling the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
United Way story."

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida Employees Annual
United Way Giving
198 1 -82 $64,900
1982 -83 $90,500
1983-84 $ 1 1 7,800
1 984-85 $ 1 2 5 ,700
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lickering lights, clank sister sprites in the restrooms,
ing ch ains, echoing where they engage in more grue
moans and groans, omi- some pranks.
nous wisps of fog hovering a few
2. Five o'clock Friday evening.
feet above the ground - Hallo Three more sets of a five-page
ween is near! Time to avoid dark, memo co copy and distribute and
silent streets where strangers then your weekend begins. You
swathed in swirling cloaks lurk. insert your originals into the
But did you know that even here, copy machine's automatic feeder
in our fluorescently well- lit, and press the START button.
Musak-filled workplace, demons Ah - the pleasant sound of a
and creatures are constantly well-tuned piece of machinery in
about their fiendish business? action! The machine suddenly
The following quiz is designed to emits a whirring, grinding sound
check your Office Fiend Intelli and then comes to a dead hale.
gence Quotient (OFIQ). Indicate The message panel tells you that
your answer choice for each somewhere in the bowels of the
question by drawing a skull and machine is a P l jam. You open
crossbones.
the m a chine, clean out its
1. You' re on your way to THE innards, reset and start again.
meeting of your professional life Two copies are completed before
where you'll present the results the machine once again grinds to
of ten months of committee a noisy halt. The message this
meetings and research work. Just time reads E3 - another j am.
outside the meeting room, you You again clear the jam, wonder
scop at the water fountain to take ing if there are as many possible
care of a raging attack of dry j ams as there are letters in the
mouth. You bend over to take a alphabet. You press the START
small sip - SPLAT! How can button again. 'Toner Out," says
such a small stream of water the message panel. You put in
manage to soak the front of your more toner. You press START.
shirt, most of your left leg and The copies are efficiently sorted
the sheaf of handouts you had by the machine's sorter. Unfor
planned to pass out at the begin tunately, they are covered with
ning of the meeting?
thick black smudges - too much
The situation outlined above: toner. You look down. From the
A) would play much better if ankles down, you, too, are bear
Moe, Larry and Curly were in ing thick black smudges of toner.
volved
What you have j ust experi
B) exemplifies the fickleness enced:
of fate - a test of one's ability co
A) could make you an over
overcome any last-minute chal night star on "Ripley's Believe It
lenges to the most carefully or Not"
planned activity
B) is a reminder that Man
C) is evidence of the existence should NEVER regard himself
of Halsey Taylorus - a petite as superior to machine
water sprite known to lurk just
C) is a typical manifestation of
beneath the drain in water foun the Canon genies - minute,
tains, awaiting opportunities for Gizmo-like demons who live a
mischief. During lulls in water nomadic life traveling from copy
fountain action, she joins her big machine to copy machine. These
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According to John Smith,
manager for the Cost Contain
ment Consulting Group, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
has experience in providing
groups with timely and accurate
utilization and payment infor
mation. The basis for these ser
vices is an Account Specific
Report ( ASR), a flexible auto
mated management information
system developed by the Utiliza
tion and Health Care Analysis
staff. "The ASR is now consi
dered by leading consulting
firms to be the most comprehen
sive product of its kind in the
marketplace," said -Smith.

management," said Smith. The
multi-discipline approach is
designed to help accounts under
stand their utilization and cost
data from a broad and highly in
formed perspective.
The cost containment consul
tants then use the analyses to
develop recommendations for

((The carrier tha t
can demonstra te savings in
quan tifiable terms in the customer's eyes will be the most successful. "
After Account Specific Re
ports are obtained, a detailed
analysis of paid claims data is
conducted by the cost contain
ment consultants. 'These health
care industry professionals are
experts in the areas of health
care administration, financing
and delivery, medical economics,
nursing, health promotion and
education, data processing, and

- Jerry Potter

implementation of appropriate
cost containment programs di
rected at financing, administra
tion, delivery, and lifestyle.
Payments and Utilization ex
hibits are routinely available and
enable the consultants to more
easily identify problem areas and
select corrective programs or
benefit changes.
"For example, when the anal-

ysis reveals excessive short stays
for inpatient services, Preadmis
sion Certif icarion may be re
commended," said Smith. He
added that other recommenda
tions may include PPO, Hospital
Stay Certification ( HSC) , Well
ness Programs and appropriate
benefit changes tailored to meet
accounts' needs.
The results of the Corpora
tion's cost containment pro
grams are already evident. An
estimated $805 ,000 in claims
savings was realized by the end
of August as a result of these
programs, according to Smith.
"That figure reflects an 80 per
cent positive variance from the
anticipated $ 305 ,000 in sav
ings," he said.
Future direction for the Cost
Containment Consulting Group
in 1 986 will be to market cost
containment programs to non
enrolled large accounts through
coordination with the various
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida marketing forces.
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Sophisticated
Information for
the Corporation

Te

Corporation is grow
ing increasingly well-equipped
ro confront comperirors in the
ring. Many groups are already
able ro obtain race credits by
selecting cost containment pro
grams as part of their health
insurance package.
"Rate credits are the most
meaningful way ro show cusro
mers that cost containment pro
grams are working for them,"

said Jerry Potter, director of
Raring and Underwriting. "The
carrier that can demonstrate sav
ings in quantifiable terms - in
the cusromer's eyes - will be the
most successful."
However, before the Corpora
tion can pass along savings in
the form of rate discounts to cus
romers, those savings must be
measurable and quantifiable, he
added.

In order to draw meaningful
conclusions regarding savings
from cost containment pro
grams, the Corporation needed
to establish a sound method for
tracking groups, with 300 or
m o r e m e m b e r s , who have
elected cost containment pro
grams.
" It has been a challenge to
develop a mechanism for pulling
data from a system chat was built
primarily to pay claims," said
Gail Nethercut, manager of
Utilization and Health Care An
alysis.
She added that, when ex 
tracted, the data will provide
Actuarial and Underwriting
with the ability to set rare credits
based on actual Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida claims
data. Current rate credits have
been developed by contacting
other Plans, consulting various
j ournals and periodicals and
then making recommendations.
"Actuarial has been providing us
with invaluable support," said
Nethercut. "They're as anxious
as we are to see the results of our
benefit tracking in the next sev
eral months."

Sophisticated
Information for
Business Decision
Makers

'ie Cost Concainment Consulrants from left to right are:Jackie Rowley-Smith, Sandy Benigni, Bob
ullen, ManagerJohn Smith, Michele Gatto, Dale Beaman, Phil Seats, and Robert McMichael.

The Cost Containment Consult
ing Group analyzes and reports
claims costs for Local Groups
with 3 00 or more members,
Maj o r P r oduct L i n e s , a n d
National Accounts.
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fun-loving creatures scamper
and cavort within the machin
e ry , swi n g i n g f rom k nobs
labeled "Verboten," somersault
ing down conveyer belts, indus
triously building dams that cause
tremendous paper jams. Legend
has it that every time a bell rings,
an angel has earned his wings.
Well, every time an E3 message
appears on a copy machine, a
Canon genie has been promoted
to Personal Computer demon.
3. Telephone receiver cocked
between shoulder and ear, a
handful of papers clutched in
one hand, you grab a paper clip
from the box. Attached to that
paper clip is every other clip in
the box; you have a paper clip
chain three yards long, but not
one SINGLE paper clip. Dis
gusted, you reach for a pen to
write down the information
that's being relayed. The pen you
grab from your desk drawer has a
cap on each end - which is the
writing end? Your party on the
phone is still giving you the data
you've needed for the past week.
Desperate now, you grab a pencil
from the holder on your desk. It
has never been sharpened. Fran
tical ly, you reach across the
phone for a one-inch pencil nub
- and accidentally lean on the
telephone disconnect button.
The above scenario demon
strates:
A) a proposed pilot for a mid
season replacement TV show,
Office Desk Blight, in which two
paste l - c lad u ndercove r cops
spend their time exorcising
office demons to the pulsing beat
of the latest electronic music
B) atonement for your sins in
a former incarnation
C) evidence of Desk Demons
at work. These diabolical mons
ters are fiendishly adept at turn-

ing the most efficiently organ
ized desk into a mini disaster
zone.

If you primarily chose "A"
answers, you are misplaced
working for an insurance com
pany. Televisionland is the place
for you. Contact programming
chief Lewis Erlicht at ABC he'll need you this season.
If your answers were mainly
"B," you have a strong philoso
phical bent. It may be a good idea
for you to abandon the material
istic business world to seek a
metaphysical mentor in Tibet or
California.
If you picked a majority of "C"
answers, congratulations! Your
OFIQ is extraordinarily high. Un
fortunately, a high OFIQ will not
get you into grad school at the
University of Michigan or onto
the membe rship roster o f
MENSA. I t WILL, however,
enable you to understand why
your ID badge slips off every
time you walk by the security
desk or why, when you're in the
lunch line, your coffee tends to
fall off your tray into your neigh
bor's mashed potatoes.
Happy Halloween!

Scoring:

Benefits
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• What is the Working El
• derly Provision and who
Q
is affected by this?
by Mimi Gilbert-Quinn

The Deficit Reduction
Act ( DRA) of 1 984 has
amended the Age Discrimina
t i o n i n E m p l oy m e n t A c t
(ADEA). Effective Jan. 1 , 1 985 , a
spouse aged 65 to 69 of an
employee any age may elect the
group health plan or Medicare as
primary payor. Up until this
year, this law pertained only to
employees aged 65 to 69.
For employees and/or em
ployees' spouses aged 65 to 69
who el ect the group health
plan, Medicare ( if they are
enrolled in Medicare A and B)
becomes a secondary payor.
Congress has stated that em
ployees and/ or their spouses
affected by this provision have
the option of rejecting the plan
offered by the employer and re
taining Medicare as the primary
payor.
Individuals electing Medicare
as primary payor can no longer
be covered under the group
health plan for carve-out bene
fits ( deductible and coinsurance
reimbursement).
Previously, a penalty (a 1 0
percent increase i n the Medicare
Part B premium for each year an
individual does not enroll) was
imposed on the employees and
their spouses aged 65 to 69 who
elected the group health plan
and did nor enroll into Medicare
Part B.
The 1984 amendment has elimi
nated this penalty. Special Medi
care enrollment periods will be
established for such employees
and/ or their spouses. Affected
individuals may contact Social
Security for information.
Our staff has mad� every
ateem pt to notify individuals
affected by DRA. If you or your
spouse have not been notified,
please contact me at 79 1 -6098.
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The Swine Flew Caper
by Bill Condon, Manager, Corporate
Library & Information Center

If you have been laboring under
the illusion that only we Homo
sapiens have been obliged by
medical science to periodically
fling ourselves onto a motor
driven treadmill, please cease
and desist.
A recent issue of Medical
World News, the chatty bi
weekly summary of current med
ical and medico-economic hap
penings, is emblazoned with a
1 6-point headline that states
HOG JOGS FOR MEDICINE HALF-HEARTEDLY.
The dateline is La Jolla, Cali
fornia (wouldn't you know it? ) ,
and the accompanying photo
graph shows a foam-flecked pig
huffing and puffing away on a
treadmill.
The photo itself apparently
represents a triumph of sorts for
the experimenters. "Getting a
pig to jog five miles on a tread
mill every weekday for a year is
not as easy as this picture sug
gests," the text says plaintively.
Pigs, the scientists discovered,
are not only singularly lazy, bur
they are also singularly adept at
avoiding needless exertion.
The pigs, the article says,
"quickly learned to straddle the
treadmill's moving belt."

Rising nobly to the challenge
p o s e d b y t h e recalcitrant
porkers, the laboratory techni
cians surrounded the pig with a
box so that it couldn't get a toe
hold (hoofhold? ) on the station
ary sides of the exerciser and
consequently "had to run."
"But then," the article conti
nues,"you can't see the implau
sable jogging pig, whose figure
becomes uncharacteristically
svelte during the long experi
ment."
Oh well, you can't have every
thing. The medicine men are
studying the jogging hogs for in
formation on factors that may be
related to heart disease (yours
and mine) and I, frankly, found
the photograph to be the single
most moving sight I have beheld
since Lyndon Baines Johnson
bared his gall bladder scars for all
the world to gape and marvel at.

Health Care Cost
Inflation:
Effects on the Private
Health Insurance System
by David A. Lipp, Director,
Corporate Resea-rch

Few people outside the in
surance industry understand the
degree to which the health care
cost inflation of the early 1 980s
has damaged our system of pri
vate health insurance.

A major factor undermining
the private health insurance sys
tem has been the erosion of the
system's economic base. Few
know that the majority of the
nation's major employers no
longer use conventional health
insurance to cover their health
benefits risk. Following similar
trends in property and casualty
insurance, a number of employ
ers have withdrawn health bene
fits dollars from insurance pre
mium pools locally and nation
ally and have " self-funded."
Rather than continuing to pay
health insurance premiums to
insurers, employers have in
creasingly segregated their pre
mium dollars in benefit trusts
and put the management of bene
fit claims processing our to bid.
By self-funding, major em
ployers are able to escape the
costs of legislatively mandated
health benefits and gain savings
from uniform administration of
their benefits program at multi
state locations.
Many employers claim to have
cut their overhead costs related
to health insurance by as much as
S O percent as a result of self
funding. Health industry expert
Jeff Goldsmith (who authored
Can Hospitals Survive?) says
that by the late 1980s, the total
purchasing power represented
by these independent, self
funded plans will have exceeded
all commercial insurers com
bined and probably equaled that
of all the nation's Blue Cross and
Blue Shield Plans combined. A
resurgence of health care infla
tion or prolonged high interest
rates will further increase the
incentives for employers to
withdraw from the private
health insurance system.
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CURTAIN RISES ON
SECOND PlffSIE
OF IMAGE CAMPAIGN

A

new corporate image
advertising campaign broke on
October 4. The campaign incor
porates both television and print
advertis e m ents u n d e r the
theme: "We've taken the pencil
to health insurance costs. And
we're not finished."
The new advertisements were
s tra tegi ca 1 1 y d e si gn ed to
function a s the second phase of
the "We hear you" campaign.
"We knew from testing the
first phase of image _advertising
that Floridians want an honest
approach," said Austin Patneau,
m anager · o f P u bl i c I s s u es
Research. "They want to see
concrete answers to their health
care concerns, particularly
health care costs," he said. The
new campaign complements the
first phase by showing a few of
the answers - in the form of
cost containment programs that the corporation has deve
loped since the start of the " We
hear you" phase of image ad
vertising.
The print ad features a draw
ing of a pencil. All that remains
of it is the metal band and a worn
eraser. The theme of the ad,
" We've taken the pencil to
health insurance costs. And
we're not finished," reflects that
employees have been working
hard on the answers. The ad
copy then makes reference to
new programs th�t constitute

some of the answers the Plan
has developed.
The televis.ion ad also features
a pencil. Every few seconds, as
new cost containment programs
are described, the commercial
flashes on a pencil being shar
pened and resharpened. As
"answers" are presented, the
commercial builds to a cres
cendo. Then, for additional
impact, the announcer pro
claims "And we're not finished"
and displays a new pencil.
The image advertising calls
for as little detail as possible to
avoid "cluttering" the viewer's
or reader's memory. The new
campaign is targeted to try to
change Floridians' feelings
ab�ur the corporation to include
the following beliefs: l ) the Cor
poration is making efforts to
control health care costs, 2 )
exhibits leadership in the health
care industry, and 3 ) cares about
its customers and makes efforts
to satisfy individual needs.
"The challenge we've faced in
developing this second phase
has been to communicate in
brief the answers we're finding
while still coming across in a
believable way," said Advertis
ing Manager Mary Jo Flaherty.
"The image campaign sets the
stage for product advertising
that provides more specific in
formation on our PPO, HMO,
and other cost containment
offerings," she said.

Research
Supports Campaign

The Public Issues Research area
carefully tested the new ad copy
for this second phase of the
image campaign.
"Video, talent, words and
story all play a role in communi
cating a message clearly," said
Patneau. "By evaluating each of
these using a live audience, we
can determine what changes, if
any, may improve the clarity and
recall of the intended message."
According to Pameau, the tele
vision ad was tested first in what
is commonly called a clutter
situation. Her e , potential
customers are shown a series of
ads ( one being the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida ad)
back-to-back on a television
screen. They are asked to recall
each ad and its main theme. This
test indicates how well the ad
attracts the attention of the
audience. Second, the respond
ents view the Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida ad alone.
Questions are asked about recall,
attitudes, believability and likes/
dislikes about the ad and its main
points.
Patneau said test results for
this second phase of image
advertising indicated the ad
appeared to be effective in
communicating the desired mes
sages. "The pencil was very
effective in communicating that
the corporation is working hard
to contain costs," he said.
Research on the ads will con
tinue even after they are com
pleted to evaluate their effec
tiveness in the real setting. "We
do that through the Image
Tracking Study which is con
d ucted twice a year, " said
Patneau.
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida Launches New Company

WE'VE TAKEN THE PENCIL
TO HEALTH INSURANCE COSTS.
AND WE'RE NOTFINISHED.

\\tire fuidinganswers.
The people at Blue Cross and
Blur: Shield ci Fbida are wmking
hard with physicians and oospitals.
Wmking with lhe lacis. The�
Thcu-eoos.
And it,i resulted in six solid pro
grdlffi that comrd. or C"'efl an. !he
C6Sl cihealth insuraoce fa indi--iduals
and businesses. Progr•ms like
Hcallh Option:,, our statewide H:'-10.
Pre-admission Certif
JCation. And our
new Preferred Patient Care plan,
whichc:an sa-.·e up 10 20% c,,-er
traditional pooc:ies.
There are nn-e programs. And
rrae on the dr""ing boon!. Because
wedorit ha\'e all !he answers.
Bui we're flllding ways to control
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are accustomed 10.
So till< to ts. l\ejusl might ha"e
an answer that "uts uyou.
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The Corporation has launched a
new company - Health Op
tions, Inc. According to Harvey
Matoren, president for Health
Options, Inc. and senior vice
president for Health Main 
tenance Organizations, the Plan
is moving in the direction of
developing separate companies
as a strategy for increasing
market share.
"Strategically it's similar to
the development of strategic
business units (SBUs) within the
corporation," he said.
Matoren said the formation of
the Health Options health main
tenance organizations will
benefit the Corporation by sig
nificantly increasing its ability to
network on a state, regional, and
national level. Health Options
HMOs across the state will have
reciprocity in that members may
be treated at any Health Options
location statewide.
Matoren stressed that even
more advantageous is the Cor
poration's increased ability to
network nationwide through or
ganizations such as HMO USA.
"That's where the future is," said
Matoren. "The survivors in the
health care marketplace will be
companies that network."
In addition, by creating a for
profit business in Health Op
tions, the Corporation is better
able to compete in today's mar
ketplace, said Matoren. "The
public may in turn perceive the
Florida Plan as moving ahead to
compete effectively," he said.
"This level of timely innovation
was not possible under the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield not-for
profit umbrella."
Matoren also emphasized that

having Blue Cross and Blue
ShieId of Florida as a parent
company is the greatest advan
tage Health Options could have.
Customer recognition of the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield name
and logo and identification with
the stability and leadership asso
ciated with the Florida Plan are
the bedrock of the Health
Options strategy.

Health Options
Launches State
wide Campaign

On Sept. 2, Health Options, Inc.
initiated a broad scale advertis
ing campaign. The major objec
tive of the campaign is to de
velop awareness and recogni
tion of Health Options, Inc. and
its relationship to Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida. Conse
quently, the campaign's theme
is "Together in Health."
The ad campaign can be cat
egorized as image rather than
product advertising. According
to Dan St. John, president of
Robinson and St. John Advertis
ing and Marketing, Inc. (agency
responsible for creation of the
campaign), the image approach
permitted the cost-effective crea
tion of ads which can function on
a statewide level. The Corpora
tion will measure awareness lev
els throughout the state after the
campaign has been in effect for
eight weeks.
St. John said the agency pre
sented several ideas for televi
sion commercials and print ads
to the Corporation for testing.
"We wanted to do something
different," said St. John, "some
thing dramatic and memorable

enough for Floridians to recall."
The use of film animation is
one technique used for dramatic
impact. Putting the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida logo
into motion added vitality to the
com mercial opening moments.
The animated Blue Cross logo
sets the stage for the animated
sunburst which characterizes the
Health Options logo.
St. John stressed that in the
television spots, the animation
was used to position Blue Cross

-�
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and Blue Shield of Florida and
Health Options as sophisticated
companies that use up-to-date
business techniques backed by a
corporate philosophy that ad
dresses the needs of today's
market. The opening moments
zoom in on a globe with use of a
computerized camera to reflect
the growth of the HMO net
work. The viewer is then
brought into real life situations
that illustrate the Plan's ability
to meet subscriber needs.
The ' Together in Health"
campaign also incorporates bill
boards and print ads. New
Health Options billboards
started going up on Sept. 1 6.
Print ads are appearing in Flor
ida newspapers and magazines
including Time, Newsweek, U.S.
News and World Report, and
Florida Trend.
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.Some "local talents"

in a new Health
Option.� commerdal.

Seated in front are

Michele Gatto and
Valerie Silva. In the
second row are
Chandler Burroughs,
Tom Riggs and Phil
Parker. In the third
row are Kristen Bal
jon, Don Linditrom
and Charlotte Hol
brook. Standing in
the hack to the right
is Bill Sandy.
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Corporate Smoking Policy Developed
Policy 4.1 2 , which sets standards
for smoking in the workplace,
complies with the Florida Clean
Indoor Air Act effective on Oct. 1 .
The policy drafted by Human
Resources was based on varied
information, including input
from an employee focus group
composed of smokers and non
smokers.
Essentially, smoking is not
permitted in common use areas

(except where designated in the
cafeteria) . In general work areas,
the intent of the policy is to have
employees participate with their
immediate management in establi
shing both smoking and no
smoking work areas and guide
lines that accommodate individ
ual employee preferences to the
extent possible.
The new policy has been
posted on the bulletin boards.

To the Editor

The No Smoking sections in the
cafeteria are there to provide an
area to "protect . . . lungs (from)
smoke." We all must exercise
judgement and common cour
tesy in respecting the needs and
preferences of ochers. If you see
someone smoking in a No Smok
ing section, you should point out
that smoking in this section is a
violation of company policy. If
the problem continues, it should
be referred to Management.
Al Washington
Director, Personnel

Every day I see smokers sirring
in the non-smoking section in
the cafeteria. When ocher com
panies have strict regulations
against smoking even at a per
son's desk, why can't we have the
non-smoking section reserved
for those of us who wish to pro
tect our lungs by not breathing
smoke?
Jean Stevens
Analyst, Institutional
Reimbursement

Refunds Mailed

Smolenski's Efforts
Praised by HCFA

Robert Owens, inserring machine
opera tar for Mail Opera tions, finds
ir more fun to give than receive, as
he sends out Complementa ry Cov
erage refund checks.

Rosemarie Smolenski, supervi
sor of Medicare Review in Medi
care Part A Claims, was recog
nized in July for her outstanding
contributions to the Health Care
F i nancing Administ r ation
(HCFA). Smolenski was tempo
rarily assigned to work for
HCFA in Baltimore, Maryland,
from February to July of this
year. Smolenski received a com
mendation letter and Bureau
Direccor's Citation for "out
standing contributions to the
implementation of data ex
change between intermediaries
and peer review organizations
and the transfer of medical
review activities."

Corporate Caring Corrals
Chuck Wagon Feast

Deborah Cobb, Donna Guy, Jer
maine Mack and Maude McKenzie
find giving a way Joor prizes an
especiaffy fun part of a Corporate
Caring picnic.

Calendar

October
4
New Image Ad Campaign Launched
1 6, 1 7 Blood Drive
18
United Way Deadline for Pledge Cards
21
Florida Employee Fitness Day
24
Employee Appreciation Day
28
Ans Council November Reception
31
Halloween

Medicare Part A
Employs Model System
After a year and a half of hard
work on the part of Systems and
the Medicare Part A Claims area,
what may easily be the newest
Medicare Part A system in the
country is up and running.
According to Charles Scott,
director of Government Pro
grams Strategic Planning, the
new system implemented in July
1 984 came about from the recog
nition that the old system was
nearly obsolete. Based on this
recognition, the Plan submitted
a proposal to the government
requesting funding to develop a
new Medicare A system.
Scott said the government is
identifying Medicare Part A sys
tems that meet the needs of all
claims processing activities. The
Plan's system has already re
ceived a favorable review. Repre
sentatives from the Health Care
Financing Administration and
the Blue Cross Association are
currently evaluating the system
software for use by other Medi
care Part A Intermediaries.

or 1 985 Facilities has been
nE
charged with providing at lease

nineteen requests were pending
and will be addressed as space
plans can be developed. Also
under development is a compre
hensive plan to carry the corpo
ration through 1 986.
Recent moves include the
Health Options relocation from
10 Center to 1 2 Tower. Also this
summer the West building
(parking garage) was renovated
in time for the July opening of
the new Conference and Train
ing Center. Also, Preferred Pro
vider Organization ( PPO) Ad
ministration was moved
from 7

30,000 additional square feet to
meet critical space needs," said
Lann y Felder, manager of
Facilities Utilization and De
velopment. In addition, the de
partment has the ongoing respon
sibility of ensuring that space
needs are met for the corpora
tion's seventeen district offices
and for six health maintenance
organizations with new ones
scheduled to open.
Finding and creating space for
the Plan's growing number of
employees requires ongoing
strategic planning. Facilities
relies on the expertise of five
professional designers - Jack
Masters, Bob Martin, Lauren
Smith, Becky Royce, and Susan
Fretwell - who serve as Facili- \I
ties Project Coordinators.
In October 1984 Facilities de
veloped a space plan spanning
the ensuing twelve months. Said
Felder, "We can't have a plan so
etched in stone that we become
inflexible. We are here to serve a
vital corporation that is charac
terized by growth."
The space plan is also flexible
for effective .response �? requests by vanous areas. User ,1,i l!li-l ''
areas ask for help all the time,"
said Felder. As of September 24,

I
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Center to 1 8 Tower. In the
meantime, the eastern half of 7
Center was renovated and rede
signed to house Health Industry
Systems.
An increasing proportion of
professionals has contributed to
the space need of the growing
employee population. "With
this growth," said Felder, "the
need to relocate departments
off-site became inevitable."
The first off-site relocation
involved moving Provider Auto
mated Services ( PAS) to Deer
wood. PAS wanted to move off
site according to Felder. Also
relocated to Deerwood are: Flor
ida Combined Insurance Agency
(FCIA), Provider Auditing and
Reimbursement Department
( PARO) , Professional and Pro
vider Relations, Jacksonville
District Sales Office, and PPO
District Office and Northern
and Regional offices.
Besides creating space plans,
Facilities handles all lease nego
tiations and contracting arran
gements for off-site moves.
�
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Roger Fink

Dorothy Warren

Medicare A Employs Model System

14

Kevin Gardner

14

Corporate Caring Corrals Chuck Wagon Feast

14

Brendan Haffey

Corporate Smoking Policy Developed

Smolenski's Efforts Praised By HCFA

14

Print Shop Operator A, Printing
Depcirtrnent

Senior Sales Representative, Ft. Myers
District Office
Sales Representative, Tampa District
Office

Sandra Hamlin

Supe visor Critical inquiries, Customer
Service
r

Lisa Heaton
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4 '�i The second phase of image
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advercising focuses on health
care cost solutions made possi
-·-ble by the ongoing effom of
employees.
George Werth illus
�
:
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�
:
/
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trates the pencil, the central
image of the campaign, using colored pencil on
Canson paper.
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Clerk B, Med B Mail Operations

LuisJocson
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Driver, Carnputer Operations
Administration

Robert Kaplan

Sales Representative, West Palm Beach
District Office

Linda Kea

Secretary A, PPO Clai'rns & Customer
Service

John Keene

Supervisor State Group, Central
Certification/Reciprocity

Melissa Lecompte

Senior Poli<,y Analyst, Public issue
Analysis and Planning

Amy Lynch

Medical Analyst RN, Med B Reviews and
Hearings

Lisa Lynch

Customer Service Rep B, Gainesville
District Office

Robert McCaffrey

Senior Vice President, Market·inq

Central Certification/Reciprocity

Enez Scott

Medical Analyst RN, Medical Review

13

Health Options Launches Statewide Ad Campaign

HMO Development - Health Options

Cheryl Pittman

Crystal Oplinger

Carol Donahue

Claims Examiner B, BS BOMB Unit II

Med B Telephone Communications Unit V

John Peterson

Carol Roath

Operations Analyst II, Technical Services

Robert Stewart

Micrographics Production Clerk, Filming
Cam & Quality Control

NPC Disallaws

Kristy Olson

Sherri Deese

Claims Examiner B, Med B Claims
Examining

Med B Telephone Comm·unic;ations Unit II

Auditor IV, Jacksonville AuditBranch
Program Analyst, Systems Support

John Warren, Jr.

Accountant III, ADS New Developrnent Pensacola

Carol Williams

Research Clerk B, Utilization
Management - Operation I

Zola Williams

Customer Service Rep B, Direct Sales
- Over 65

Service Anniversaries
5 Years

Med B Telephone Communications Unit II
Med B Claims Examining
Membership and Billing

Technical Services

Matthew Struhar

Med B Microfilm Retrieval and Staging

Celia Tomlinson

Med B Commwnications Unit II

Charlie Torrance

Shipping and Receiving

Jean Veal

In-Line Quality Analysis

Michele Wilson

Northern Region Major Accmmts

10 Years
Andrew Adams

Hospital Charge Audit-Central

Deloris Ashley

inter Plan Claims

Charles Beaufort, Jr.
National Marketing

Wanda Butler

Private Business Claims Er,a,m Entry Ill

Jane Fisher

Finance Technical Support

Margaret Nooney
Inter Plan Claims

Nancy Palladino

Quality Assurance

Marjorie Teston

Inpatient Processing Section

Betty Thomason

Med A Medical Review

Major Way

Outgoin_q Mail Operations

1 5 Years
June Anderson

Ft. Myers District Office

Cheryl Adkins

Cheryl Denmark

Gelsy Barge

Vincent Haney

In-Line Quality Analys'i.s
Miami District Q[fice

Maurice Brown

In-Line Quality Analysis

Sheila Cross

MedB Telephone Communications Unit IV

Melvin Epley

Med B Claims E::wm.ining

Patricia Hook

Med B Telephone Communications Unit II

Laura Kastelz

Narthern Region Major Accounts

Diane Kelley

Written Commimications

Med B Mi<;rofilm Retrieval & Stagin_q

Pravider Automated Services
Administration

Alma Hoffman

Med B Claims Examining

Ira Kirtsey

Computer Operations Administration

Elois McClain

Private Business Claims Exam Entry II

Robbie Pitts

State Graup Claims - Unit I

Mary Tibbits

Central Certification/Reciprocity

Mary Kogel

30 Years

Olga Lindo

Beverly Allen

West Palm Beach District Office

MedB Telephone Cormnunications UnitIV

Direct Market Inquiry

I
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Cassandra Brock transferred to

Claims Examiner C, Dental Assistance
Plan

William Aberly promoted ro

Rosemary Brooks transferred ro

Maintenance Technician, Engineering/
Maintenance

Medi,eal Analyst RN, Actuarial/
Statistical
Paula Carver transferred to
Docu mentation Clerk, HMO Systems
Support
Charlene Cason transferred to
SecretanJ A, Operations Analysis and
Support

Debra Akins promoted ro

Administrative Operations Specialist,
Sales

Welton Bullard promoted ro

Supervisor Claims Support, Med B
Records
Betty Demick promoted to
Examiner/National Accounts, NPC
OisaUows

John Chaires transferred ro

Senior Systems Analyst ADS, HMO
Systems Support

Charles Eichelberger promoted ro

Howard Conner transferred to

Supervisor State Group, State Group
Claims

Sandra Gainey promoted ro

Systems Analyst, Systems Development

Deborah Rosendale promoted ro

Group Account Specialist, Mem bership
and Billing
Linda Watson promoted to
Systems Analyst, Systems Support

Carolyn Crisp transferred ro

Customer Service Rep, Local Group
Inquiries

Carol Crockett transferred ro

Agent Expeditor, Actuarial/Statistical
Claims Examiner B, Comp. Exam Entry I

Carolyn Douglass transferred ro

Claims Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Plan
Marian Dunbar transferred to
Executive Secretary, Ma. rketing
Linda Gant transferred to
Claims Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Plan

Ronell Garrett transferred ro

Research Clerk B, Actuarial/Statistical

John Gash transferred ro

User Account Manager, Corporate Proje,et
Development
Donna Greene transferred to
Quality Analyst, Med. B
Joseph Hayes transferred to
Manager, HMO/MIS Sttpport

Victoria Williams promoted to

Telemarket-ing Sales, Over 65 Enrollment
Nancy Worley promoted to
Health Services Analyst, MD Policy/
Private

Marleen Hobbs transferred ro

MedicalAnalyst RN, OperationsAnalysis
& Support

Latanya Marshall Hooks

Claims Examiner B, State Group Clairns
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Systems Analyst, HMO Systems Support

Elizabeth Miller transferred ro

Research Clerk B, Actuarial/St,atisti,eal

Customer Service Representative, Dental
Assistance Plan

Customer Service Representative, Dental
Assistance Plan
Robert Nocito transferred to
Correspondence Representative, Med. B

Richard Patten transferred ro

Office Systems Analyst, Facilities
Utilization Development
William Piper,Jr. transferred to
Technical Analyst EDP, HMO Systems
Support
Valerie Powers transferred to
Senior Sales Representative, New
Development, Tampa

Harold Rutherford transferred ro

User Account Manager, Corporate Project
Development
Tina Rynearson transferred to
Operations Analyst II, Operations
Analysis & Support

Rose Savayano transferred ro

Control Clerk B, Dental Assistance Plan

David Schroeder transferred ro

Prograrn Analyst, Med. A Systems Support

Marcia Smith transferred to

Section Leader IX, Bank Central
Certification
Samuel Steen transferred to
Systems Analyst, HMO S:1Jslerns Support

Alainna Taylor cransferred ro

Toni Howard transferred ro

Shirley Troutman transferred ro

BarbaraJohnson transferred to

Eileen Weitnauer transferred ro

Claims Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Correspondence Representative, Med. B

Program Analyst, HMO Systems Support

Betty Alisi transferred to

Clerk Typist B, Medicn.l l'oli.ciJ

Hilda McLaughlin transferred ro

transferred to

Laura Kastelz transferred to

Transfers

Melissa Martin

transferred ro

Joanne Nesmith transferred ro

Pauline Deweese transferred to

Russell Moore promoted to

Claims Examiner H, Denta.l Assistance
Plan

Systems Analyst, HMO Systems Support

Underwriting Examiner, Rating and
Unde1writing
Tonya Hart promoted to
Data Entry Operator, Direct Market
Enrollment
Elizabeth Kimberly promoted to
Manager Institutional Reimbursement,
Prof Reimbursement Admin.

Executive Secretary, PAS Administration
Geraldine Lee promoted to
Claims Examiner B, Outpatient Section
Sharon Martin promoted to
Claims Examiner B, Inpatient Processing
Section

Julia Mallory transferred to

Maureen Moore transferred to

Todd Cripps transferred ro

Kathleen Leatherby promoted ro

Claims Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Plan
Linda Macina transferred to
Supervisor, BS Auto Accounts, Dental
Assistance Plan

Corporate Reen.titer, HMO Development
- Health Options

Research Clerk B, State Group Inquiries
Jed Gazaleh promoted to
Supervisor Micrographics, Comp. Output
M1:crographics
Jeff Greenhalgh promoted to
Systems Analyst PAS, Florida Marketing

L. Louise Harris promoted ro

Patricia Long transferred co

Claims Examiner C, Dental Assistance
Pln.n
Catherine Lawall transferred to
Customer Service Representative, New
Development

System Controller, HMO Systems Support
Secretary A, Micrographics

Medical Analyst RN, Actuarial/
Statistical
Terri Williams transferred to
Research Clerk B, Actuarial/Statistical
Michele Wilson transferred to
Clairns Examiner B, Dental Assistance
Plan
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